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Nano-polarity: an original manifestation of classical electrostatics
Abstract:
Among all compound surfaces, polar surfaces are those which researchers have first tried to avoid as
much as they could in the past, but which, eventually, have proved to be the richest in terms of structural
and physico-chemical properties. Their stacking of charged atomic layers is responsible for a divergence
of the surface energy. Stability can only be recovered if a simple electrostatic condition is fulfilled, but this
can be achieved in many different ways: large cell reconstructions, nanometric surface patterning,
unusual electronic structure and/or adsorption of charged species, according to the experimental
conditions. This richness of behaviours has stimulated important research effort, especially in the oxide
community. More recently, it has been proved that polarity has also a sound influence on the stability and
properties of nano-objects, such as ultra-thin films, ribbons or nano-islands. For them, however, new
stabilization processes are at work, which depend strongly on the dimensionality, size and shape of the
objects. This colloquium will review how electrostatic laws manifest themselves in polar nano-oxides at
the different length scales and what consequences they have on their physico-chemical properties.
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